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We describe the first measurements of plasma formation by a 20 nsec, 9 MeV,20 kAycm2 Li 13 ion
beam injected into 2-Torr argon, conditions similar to inertial-fusion ion-beam transport requirement
A new visible-spectroscopy diagnostic exploits ion-beam-excited ArII transitions to measure the
time-resolved plasma electron densitys1015 cm23 1016 cm23d and temperature (1–2 eV) during the
initial breakdown phase. Stark broadening and line intensity ratios are used as diagnostics a
the plasma forms. Comparisons with computer simulations examine intense-beam effects import
for the transport of light- and heavy-ion beams. [S0031-9007(98)08301-X]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Mj, 52.58.Ei, 52.58.Hm, 52.70.Kz
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Light- and heavy-ion beams share promise as drive
for inertial fusion energy (IFE) [1]. Ion-driven IFE em-
ploys a several-meter standoff of the final focusing a
paratus from the fusion capsule. This mitigates damag
enables beam bunching, and is essential for repetitive o
eration. One of the most desirable ways of transportin
the beam to the target is injection into gas [2]. The bea
ionizes the gas, forming a plasma that provides charge a
controllable current neutralization. This method require
an understanding of plasma production by high-intensi
nonprotonic ion beams.

This Letter describes the first measurements of plasm
production by an ion beam approaching the paramet
(35 MeV, 12 kAycm2, Li13) expected [2] in the transport
region of an IFE facility. In our experiments a 9 MeV
20 kAycm2 Li 13 beam deposits 8 TWyg in 2-Torr Ar,
about a 40 times higher specific deposition than in prev
ous beam transport experiments [3]. The high intens
enables the first studies of beam transport in a plasm
that becomes fully ionized, in contrast to the typicall
1% ionization fractions previously obtained. A variety o
visible-spectroscopy techniques, including a new meth
developed here, were used to measure the electron den
sned and temperaturesTed. Comparisons of the data with
2 1

2 -dimensional hybrid particle-in-cell (PIC)/fluid electro-
magnetic computer simulations show that stepwise ioniz
tion, from the ArI ground state to the ArI excited states
and then to ArII , must be accounted for to achieve accu
rate predictions of the argon ionization kinetics.

Light-ion fusion requires charge and current neutraliz
tion because otherwise the approximately 1 MA beam cu
rents and1013 cm23 beam densities produce self-fields tha
disrupt the beam [4]. Thus, understanding of and contr
over the ionization processes which determine the transp
plasma conductivity are necessary. Self-pinched transp
[5], the most promising scenario presently considered, r
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quires a finite net current to contain the beam. Detail
knowledge of the gas breakdown is needed to determ
the net current.

Heavy-ion fusion may use ballistic final transport i
1023 1022 Torr background gas, but this still require
consideration of gas ionization since partial beam neutr
ization and beam stripping can occur [6]. Self-pinche
transport is more desirable, if the complex issues of m
tiple charge state beams and plasma formation can be
dressed. The present Li13 measurements assist heavy-io
research by benchmarking simulations of the plasma f
mation and developing diagnostic methods which may
used in higher-intensity heavy-ion experiments.

Previous investigations of gas breakdown by io
beams were limited by relatively low beam intensitie
Xenon ionization by a 3.8 MeV Kr11 beam depositing
0.0015 TWyg was measured spectroscopically [7]. A
initial feasibility study using spectroscopic measuremen
of 1–3 TWyg proton beam transport in Ar was reporte
[8], but the full exploitation of such measurements wa
not realized. In later proton beam experiments [3]
0.2 TWyg, measurements of net current were successfu
compared with computer simulations. However, i
Ref. [3] the,25 nsec time resolution prevented analys
of the initial breakdown.

Injection of a high-intensity ion beam into gas create
an initially non-Maxwellian electron distribution deter
mined by the ion impact secondary electron distributio
[9], knock-on collisions, and the large electric and ma
netic fields associated with the beam. As the gas bre
down proceeds, the electrons approach an approxima
Maxwellian distribution, although a small fraction are ex
pected to remain in a high-energy tail. Models [10] an
simulations [11] predict an initially highthermalelectron
temperatureTe that eventually relaxes to a value that is
fraction of the target atom ionization potential. A goal fo
© 1999 The American Physical Society 739
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the present work is to begin the experimental evaluatio
of these processes in the high-intensity regime.

These experiments were conducted using a cylindrica
symmetric applied-magnetic-field ion diode [12] powere
by the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator II to accelera
a radially inward-directed singly ionized lithium beam
(Fig. 1). The beam enters the 2-Torr-argon gas cell, stri
into the Li13 charge state, and is transported,13 cm to
the target located on the cylinder axis. The beam curre
density and kinetic energy (Fig. 1) were measured using
suite of diagnostics located at the gas cell boundary and
the diode axis [12]. The properties of the gas cell plasm
are determined using time-resolved visible spectrosco
[13]. The 4-mm-diam line of sight (LOS) is aligned
parallel to the cylindrical axis at a radius of 4 cm (Fig. 1)
The spectra were recorded with 1.6 Å spectral resolutio
over the 4300–4700 Å range and a time resolution
approximately 1 nsec, although in the present analys
3 nsec lineouts are used to improve the signal qualit
The timing precision is62 nsec with respect to the beam
measurements. The line properties were measured
fitting Voigt profiles to each line using theROBFIT [14]
code. The data below account for the measured instrum
sensitivity. Polarization effects are expected to be sma
[15] and were not included.

The spectral intensities are interpreted with a time
dependent collisional radiative (CR) model that trea
627 Ar I-VII atomic levels self-consistently with radiation
transport [16]. Collisional processes involving assume
Maxwellian thermal electrons, the ion beam, and nonthe
mal electrons are included. We assume that the plas
ion and thermal electron temperatures are the same a
that the nonthermal electron energy distributionsEntd
scales as1yE2

nt, as suggested by the computer simulation
described below. We truncate the nonthermal distributio
at an end point energy of 2 keV, since few electrons a
pear at higher energies in the simulations.

We observe ArII emission (Fig. 2) from the4p 2P,
4p0 2F, and4p 4D levels simultaneously with the arrival

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experiment. The measur
ion current densitysJid and kinetic energy (KE) are shifted to
the location of the spectroscopy line of sight, accounting for th
time of flight and the beam ion trajectories.
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of the beam front at the LOS location (t  0 is defined
to be when the current density reaches 1% of its pea
Later, emission is also observed from the ArII 4p 2S,
4p 4P, 4f, 5s, and5s0 states. Note that the levels share th
1s22s22p63s23p4 core, but the1D core term is designated
with a “prime” and the3P core term is unprimed. No Ar
I emission was observed, due to the relatively low ArI

transition probabilities. Innershell ArII emission was also
not observed, since these transitions are at waveleng
below 1000 Å. Several as yet unidentified spectral lin
which appear at aboutt  15 nsec have been tentatively
associated with ArIII transitions.

We have developed a new plasma diagnostic for t
ne , 1015 cm23 regime that is characteristic of the firs
few nsec of the breakdown. During this phase, the io
ization fraction is low and the plasma predominantly co
sists of ground state ArI atoms. Comparisons of measure
cross sections [15,17,18] show that, in this case, the do
nant mechanism populating the ArII excited states is simul-
taneous beam ion impact ionization/excitation from th
Ar I ground state, rather than a two step process in which
Ar I atom is first ionized into the ArII ground state and sub-
sequently excited. The importance of this mechanism w
previously recognized [19] in analysis of electron bea
excited spectra [20], although, to our knowledge, plasm
diagnostics using this process have not been mentioned
fore. During this phase,ne is so low that very little popula-
tion redistribution occurs before the levels spontaneou
decay. Asne rises, collisional redistribution among the
Ar II excited states increases and they approach local th
modynamic equilibrium (LTE) with each other. In this
partial LTE condition (PLTE) [21] the relative excited stat
populations are determined by the level energy,Te, and
the statistical weight, although the excited states are s
substantially enhanced over LTE with respect to the ArII

ground state. The basis of the diagnostic developed h

FIG. 2(color). Sequence of measured spectral lineouts, e
averaging over 3 nsec. The intensities are normalized so
the intensity of the 4658 Å line is constant. The lines label
f are wavelength fiducials. The red symbols indicate ArII 4p
doublets (star:2P; diamond: 2S), the green symbols indicate
Ar II 4p0 doublets (square:2F; cross:2D; circle: 2P) and the
black symbols indicate ArII 4p quartets (triangle:4D).
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is that the simultaneous ionization/excitation process
vors population of4p and4p0 doublet levels over the4p
quartets. Thus, transitions from doublet levels are initial
bright compared to quartet levels. The quartet/doub
intensity ratios change as the level populations approa
PLTE. The time history of the quartet/doublet line ratio
therefore reflectsne and Te, since they control how fast
collisional equilibration among the excited states occu
The variation in the quartet/doublet ratios with time i
evident in Fig. 2.

The transition from domination by simultaneous io
impact ionization/excitation of the ArII excited states to
PLTE is illustrated by Boltzmann plots [21], using the
fact that, if PLTE exists, a plot of lnfP21I21l21yg2A21g
versusE2 should give a straight line of slope21yTe, where
g2 is the statistical weight of the upper level,A21 is the
transition probability from level 2 to level 1,l21 is the
wavelength,I21 is the intensity, andE2 is the energy of
the upper level. P21 is an opacity correction based on
a probability of escape approximation [22] and assumi
LTE holds among the lower levels. A Boltzmann plo
using ArII line intensities measured att  3 nsec is shown
in Fig. 3(a). The scatter of the points clearly indicate
that PLTE does not hold at this time. Comparison
the symbols representing transitions from different term
with a CR model calculation [Fig. 3(b)] shows that th
calculation reproduces theexact waythat the data deviates
from PLTE. This is achieved only when the simultaneou
ionization/excitation process is included in the mode
providing strong evidence that this mechanism is in fa
responsible for the early phase relative line intensities.

The possibility of PLTE among the excited states le
Jayakumar and Fleischmann [23] to suggest that LT
based diagnostics, such as the Boltzmann plot method

FIG. 3(color). Boltzmann plots from the initial nontherma
phase of the experiment (a) compared to a CR calculation (
The line symbol notation is the same as in Fig. 2. An expe
mental plot from the later (partial LTE) phase is shown in (c)
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temperature [21], could be applicable even in the prese
of fast particles. This idea was successfully used for sp
troscopy of an electron beam generated plasma [20]. C
lisional radiative calculations for thene and Te range in
our experiment confirm that PLTE among all of the ArII

excited states is a good approximation after about 15 n
A Boltzmann plot using data fromt  15 nsec [Fig. 3(c)]
exhibits a straight-line fit that is consistent with PLTE
Collisional radiative calculations also show that the do
blet levels equilibrate among themselves prior to rea
ing equilibrium with the quartet levels. The temperatur
from 9-12 nsec are derived using the doublet levels on
and the temperatures from 15–30 nsec are derived from
of the lines (Fig. 4). These results are discussed below

The plasma conditions during the initial breakdown a
determined by comparing measured quartet/doublet
intensity ratios with CR calculations. An iterative proc
dure is required because the plasma parameters chang
a time scale comparable to the atomic processes. The t
dependent ion beam current density and kinetic energy
input using the measured values. The nonthermal elec
fraction was assumed to be 1% initially, consistent with t
simulations described below. The impact of other assum
tions for the nonthermal electron fraction will be discuss
elsewhere. Given these inputs and some hypothesis
the thermal electron temperatureTe, we then calculate the
thermal electron densityne, the level populations, and th
line intensity ratios. By comparing to the measure quart
doublet line ratios and iterating, we determine a family
ne andTe time histories that are consistent with the da
Thus, we set bounds onne and Te. Out of this family
the best fit to the data was obtained using the histo
shown as solid lines in Fig. 4. A comparison of measu
ments and the “best fit” CR calculation for two represen
tive quartet/doublet line ratios are shown in Fig. 5. Go
agreement was obtained forall of the measured quartet
doublet line ratios, while maintaining consistency betwe
the CRTe hypothesis and the Boltzmann plotTe measure-
ments, implying that the best fit line ratio measureme

FIG. 4. Plasma electron temperature (a) and density (b)
a function of time. TheTe and ne values determined with
the Boltzmann plot and line profile analysis, respectively, a
shown with circles. The experiment values measured using
quartet /doublet line ratios are shown with solid lines. The d
dashed lines with triangles representIPROP simulation results.
The dashedne curve is the result calculated with the CR cod
using theIPROPTe.
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FIG. 5. Plasma diagnostic line ratios from the experime
(circles), the best fit CR calculation (solid line), and a CR
calculation using theIPROPsimulationTe (dashed line).

(solid curves in Fig. 4) are a good representation of th
experiment.

A further cross-check on these results was obtained
using detailed fits of spectral profiles to self-consistent
determinene from Stark broadening [24] and the absolut
line opacities from the relative linewidths and intensitie
This required higher spectral resolution, reducing the se
sitivity and limiting observations to the 9–21 nsec tim
period. The values ofne obtained from the profile analy-
sis (Fig. 4) agree reasonably well with the line ratio me
surements, especially considering that the high resoluti
spectrum was recorded in a different accelerator dischar
Details of these results will be presented elsewhere.

The measurements enable comparisons with2 1
2 -

dimensional hybrid PIC/fluid computer simulations
performed with theIPROP code [11]. IPROP uses a PIC
treatment for the beam ions and the nonthermal plasm
electrons and a fluid treatment for the thermal plasm
The energy deposition, fields, and plasma conditions a
calculated self-consistently, but the present atomic mod
includes only the ArI and Ar II ground states. The ther-
mal electron density predicted by the simulations agre
to within a factor of 2–4 with the experimental result
(Fig. 4). The thermal electron temperature fort . 9 nsec
also agrees within a factor of 2. However, the duratio
s,4 nsecd of the initial spike inTe is inconsistent with the
data. The CR calculations using the simulationTe history
result in rapid electron density growth [Fig. 4(b)] and
time histories of the quartet/doublet line ratios (Fig. 5
which are clearly inconsistent with the measuremen
Further comparison of CR calculations with the measur
quartet/doublet ratios show that, if such an initialTe spike
exists, its duration must be less than about 1 nsec. T
duration of this initially high thermalTe spike depends
on the initial non-Maxwellian energy distribution, the
persistence of high-intensity beam processes that contin
to produce non-Maxwellian electrons, and the therm
electron densitysned growth rate. Differences between
the idealized simulation beam and the actual beam, su
as a possible beam foot that could cause preionizatio
contribute to the initialTe discrepancy. However, it is
likely that this discrepancy is at least partially due to th
simplified atomic model in the simulations. At presen
IPROP does not include stepwise ionization from the ArI

ground state to the ArI excited states and then to ArII .
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This unphysically slows the growth ofne and allows
Te to remain high longer, since the energy deposited
the beam is distributed over fewer particles. Work
in progress to embed a CR code withinIPROP in order
to improve the accuracy of both the ionization kinetic
and the resulting plasma conductivity. The experimen
methods developed here and these improved simulati
can then be considered for future studies at the lower g
pressures needed for self-pinched transport.
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